Introduction
There are various axiom système of Sac lid e an geometry with different primitive notions such as equidistance end betweenness relation (Tarski [β] ), Fieri'β relation [4] · parallelity and orthonormal base of Szmielew [6] , orthogonality and parallelity of Kasak [3] .
' Baohmann (in [1] ) has desoribed isometry groups of Buolidean planes. He has shown that they are subclasses of some transformations groups of Gaussian planes (i.e. the planes over a complex -type fields).
The relation fundamental for isometrics -equidistance relation -can be used as a primitive notion in axiomatics of Suclidean geometry.
An axiom system using equidistance only was given by Schnabel in [5] .
In this paper ve propose another such a system. The axioms are presented in seotion 1. Sections 6 and 7 constitute the main part of this paper. Section 6 contains proofs of classical theorems of Suclidean geometry -Desarguas' Theorem and Pappus' Theorem. Section 7 contains a proof of fundamental theorem of equidistance theory -representation theorem (an analytical description of models of this theory). Sections 2-5 contain a long list of technical propositions and lemmas which are necessary to prove the representation theorem. This part can be also considered as a shortened exposition of the equidistance theory. Ax3. ab = od a ab = ef --ed = ef. AxA. ao = bo = bd ξ ad -3 p(ap = bp a cp = dp), (Fano axiom).
Ax5. Va,b,c 3p,q (q 4 c,p a (aq = eq λ bq = be ν ap ξ = aq a bp = bq A cp ξ oq ) ).
Ax6. V a,b,,q 3p,q (p 4 q a ( a p ξ bp ξ op ν ap ξ aq a a bp ξ bq a cp = oq)), (Euclid's axiom). Ax7. ap s cp A bp = dp A aq = oq A bq = dq --a » »ovb«dvp«qvab= od.
Ax8. »¡íbAo^dAp^qA ap = bp λ aq ξ bq λ op = = dp A oq = dq a as = be --ce = de.
Ve e&all prove, that the axioms given above describe the plane Buolidean geometry.
Just from the axioms we have ι Ρ a o t 1. Other properties of an affine inoidenoe structure concerning parsilelity will be proved later. In fact L(a,b,c) is a ternary equivalence relation (oompare Szmielew [7] ). Propositions proved in sections 1 and 2 are obvious, and we shall not refer to them in the sequel.
Line symmetry
For Le <2 and a,be E we define the relation of symmetry with respect to L.
A H· Gr oohcwska Definition 3.1. a er T 
• to e L. Ε β ε % r lì . Ws i denote now: a Cj b -• b. The funst? : a we ehall call tha line 07 suae try.
Proposition 3*5* 6 ^ is an involution.
Proof. To prove this we use L( ®j « In Proposi ti ons 3.3-3.5 we have ehown that the line symmet ry is an i eomatry, i.e., it satisfies; Va, b f(a)f(b)»ab and f ie onto. Remark 3.6. All the noti ons defi ned in terms of equi di stance relation are preserved by aut omorphi sms, in particular by isometries. Immedi atel y from this there fol l ows1 for every f,g -i sometri es there hol ds
Let f v g be isometries. Ve have the fol l owi ng t wo statements)
Ke <Z --t(K)eX , Proof.
We have 6 (a) * b, next we use 3.6.
Proof· From the assumption we have a Φ b « 6K(a)e e L,M so L-ll. Proof. This follows from 4.6. Proposition 4.14.
Κ I! L--LH K, (symmetry of parallelity).
Proof. This fact is obvioue. a by h(a,L(b,c) ). Take LQ » h(b,L(a,c')), L1 » h(a,L(b,c') ). By 6.10 applied to abo' there exists χεΙΠ^Π^. Let Lgs h(ctL(a,b')); from 6.10 applied to ab' c we obtain χ e Lg. In the same way we have L^ a h(b,L(a' ,c' ) ) and xeLy Moreover ,a2)(b1,b2) = (c., ,c2) (d., ,d2) -k(br8l) 2 + (b2-a2) 2 = kfd.,-0.,) 2 + (d2-c2) 2 . we have that g is an isomorphism.
Proof. Let us denote perpendioular of L(btc) through
In such a way we have proved the theorem of representation, i.e.,
The o r e m 7.3. A structure S satisfies AxO ,...,Ax8 iff there exists a field F and -ke F not being a square in F such that S is isomorphic to the Euclidean plane over (F,k).
8. Classical Euclidean geometry Classical Euolidean geometry (i.e. geometry of Gartesian planes over Pythagorean and Euclidean fields) we obtain when we enrich our axiom system byt
